Goya, though Regoyos and Verhaeren (1899) to Solana (1920) and Buñuel (1932) Iconoclasm was an intrinsic part of these anticlerical assaults, considerably more common than murder or physical attack. During the Civil War, religious statues and buildings were singled out for attack and hidden liturgical objects such as confessionals, relics, and even disinterred bodies were taken out of the cloister to be displayed on the street. viii This juxtaposition of light and dark was not simply an echo of the Reformation. It is, rather, a contention of this paper that the forms of religious violence enacted in twentieth-century Spain reflected competing views of the incarnation. It is striking how, for example, anti-Catholic violence widespread in the 1930s was targeted against bodies, both real and unreal, people and statues, while Catholic violence against Protestants which erupted at certain points in the 1940s and 50s was directed against books, bibles, and the written word. This must reflect devotional differences: the Protestant insistence on the primacy of scripture contrasted sharply with Catholic practice around images, which were often touched, kissed, or clothed by the faithful.
There were also other differences. In contrast, while male rape seems to have remained unthinkable, male victims were routinely subjected to sexual violence, from stripping to castration (both pre and post-mortem). In Murcia, for example, in September 1936, several bodies were seized by a mob after an execution That of a local parish priest was horribly profaned and shamefully mutilated before being dragged around the city and hoisted onto the bell tower of his own church. xix In nearby Almería, a priest s body was found, burnt, battered, and castrated while, in Valencia, a priest who refused to marry invariably a euphemism for having sex was castrated before being shot, while sexual taunting and humiliation appears to have been ubiquitous. xx Priests the primary targets of the anticlerical assailants of the Civil War were thus attacked as men even though they were singled out on account of their office. However, the Holy Week processions maintained an artistic tradition of acute physical representation into the modern period, even as iconographic traditions changed. Forged by sculptors known as imagineros, the tradition of working in polychromed wood allowed a plasticity to these images that gave them a truly astonishing physicality. xxiv The undoubted masters of these techniques worked in the seventeenth century and their works and the religious devotion they reflected helped to construct the Baroque idiom that was to define Spanish This highly gendered depiction, that both insisted on the masculinity of the incarnate Christ and simultaneously denied it, was so embedded in Spanish Catholic culture as to have become invisible. But, during a period of Civil War and repression, when violence was ubiquitous throughout society, these understandings emerged in various ways, to be enacted through the popular rites of anticlerical violence. The sexual ambiguity of both Christ and the priest made their bodies both real and unreal the target and the site for this, highly ritualized, violence.
By these same token, these embedded codings may also provide the key as to why women were, at least to some extent, protected from this violence, though it should be noted that female images were hardly immune from violence. Her suffering is depicted emotionally: she weeps rather than bleeds. xliv The redemption is thus achieved through the tears of the grieving Mary rather than the blood of the parturient one.
Representations of Mary, though increasingly central to post-1500 understandings of the redemption, were also increasingly likely to take unreal forms. Even in the Holy Week images where the devotional emphasis is very much on the human suffering of a bereaved mother the only anatomical detail of Mary that is ever revealed is her heart, which is pierced by either one or seven swords. My research on Spanish protestants was funded by Spain s Ministerio de Ciencia e )nnovación as part of the project )maginarios nacionalistas e identidad nacional española en el s XX , HAR2008-06252-C02-02. Spain, 1931 -1936 (Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 2013 , 74-120.
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